Saint Germain Inaugurates
The Torch Bearers of The Temple!

Torch Bearers of The Temple! Keepers of the Flame and Lightbearers of the world!

I, Saint Germain, have joined you tonight to rejoice in the Victory of your continued striving on the Path. Yes, beloved ones, I AM most aware that there are those who have had a most difficult time making the right choices and decisions in their lives. There have been those times when you have wondered if there would really be the New Day. Well I, Saint Germain, am here to tell you that THE NEW DAY HAS ARRIVED! Yes, beloved ones, this is the New Day, the New Dispensation and the New Opportunity for all Lightbearers on the earth!

I AM HERE! You are here and all will together accomplish the great Victory of the coming Great Golden Age. It will no longer be coming, for I tell you, beloved ones, THE GOLDEN AGE IS HERE AND NOW! For you will internalize the Golden Age within your Hearts! And you will become the Golden Light that will emanate from the Great Central Sun and be the Beacon that will bring forth all of the other Lightbearers who have been waiting to see that Torch which you will bear to them!

It will be a sight to behold when you see Ten Thousand of my Torch Bearers of The Temple moving forward with the Light emanating from their Hearts, manifesting the fullness of the Light of the Christ throughout all of their works! This is not a pipedream that you must follow to the ends of the earth. This is the God Reality of your Being: It is here for you to grasp, to externalize in all that you do, and think and say. It is all that you will become on the morrow.
Yes, beloved ones, there are those of you who yet know not the fullness of all you will experience in the Wholeness of the Light of your own God Presence. There are those of you who have not yet externalized the Divine Plan of your Lifestream and those increments of Fire that will come forth for you to manifest on earth as we move out into larger Communities.

Will you not consider that there are cycles and there are times when it is necessary for you to take the Inbreath? Beloved ones, allow for that Inbreath to move all the way to the Great Central Sun and back through to your being. Go into the Great Silence. Allow for the regeneration that is necessary for you to have the Strength to muster the inner Courage to stand in the Fearlessness Flame that allows you to keep on keeping on!

For the Torch you shall bear through The Temple will not be of light weight; it will be heavy — that is to say immense. For, beloved ones, there is a great deal of Fire within the Torch that you will carry. That Torch will contain such a Burden of Light that you will need two or three or more Torch Bearers to carry it at a given time. But you will come together and will have the Opportunity to magnetize and multiply your Heart Flames to BE THE FIRE THAT WILL LIGHT THE WORLD!

Yes, beloved hearts, there are many who have gone forth in my Service and there are those aborning in the land who hear my Message in their Hearts and strive to apply the Law as best they can. BUT YOU HAVE THE UNMITIGATED FIRE UPON YOUR HEART THAT WILL NOT BE STOPPED! It will carry the Purity and the Truth of the Fire that will make all the difference, that will cleave asunder all that stands before it, all that would be unreal, all that might be tainted or impure in any manner whatsoever!

You have really just begun your Mission!

As you will discover, there is a great deal to accomplish, for you have really just begun your Mission. There are those of you who think you have been on this trek for a very long time. Well I tell you, beloved ones, this is only the beginning, for it is not yet the hour for you to awaken. The full Awakening and Enlightenment of your Lifestream will come in the blink of an eye. When that Enlightenment comes, you will wonder how you ever came from point A to point B without losing the way, for there was such lack of clarity in your world. I tell you, a clear day is on the horizon and, as you apply the Violet Flame, you will have the clarity of God Vision to make those right choices in every decision and venture that you embark upon.

The Torch Bearers of The Temple that stand before me this day are few in number. But there are many beyond those Ten Thousand who have
vowed at inner levels to step forward, to march with me, Saint Germain, and to demonstrate the Victory of the Golden Age. Ten thousand are not very many when you consider the size of a metropolis — of the big cities throughout the land. It is likened to a small suburb in some areas.

Those of you who will look about you will discover that there may be one, two, or three individuals you come in contact with who could possibly be a Torch Bearer, but who know not this Path. Have you been brave enough to mention the Violet Flame? Have you uttered my name, Saint Germain, in their presence to see if they react — to see what kind of response you might get? Do not be fearful to be turned down, beloved ones. Those of you who fear to hear a “no” or “this is not for me,” are not of the company of Saint Germain’s Ten Thousand. For Saint Germain’s Ten Thousand are fearless and are ready to move into action. They know who they are and have the Fire upon their Hearts to Light their Pathway and lead the way for others to follow.

You require Mighty Victory’s Fearlessness Flame!

Beloved ones, Fearlessness Flame cannot be neglected. You cannot move into the Higher Octaves of Light without Fearlessness Flame. Not knowing what to expect, you would find yourself fearful of the next cycle, the next rung of the ladder. What if you climb to that rung of the ladder and, suddenly, you are unprepared to handle those initiations? These are the kinds of doubts that keep you fearful, stultified and in the dark, beloved ones. You need Fearlessness to be Victorious.

As Mighty Victory has told you, as you progress on the Path, Fearlessness will become your Victory before you have even begun the work. We know when cycles signal that a Lifestream will accomplish their final Victory. We see the Determination. We see the Fire. What Fire are you made of? Where is the Light on your chakras? Is it clear? Is it bright? Are you standing steadfast and tall?

Join Us in the Great Work of the Ages.

The Great Work of the Ages is the testing of the mettle of which you are made. I, Saint Germain, am here to tell you that I AM IN THE JOY FLAME TONIGHT, THE JOY OF THE VIOLET FLAME! FOR I HAVE SEEN THE METTLE OF WHICH YOU AND THOSE WHO ARE COMING FORTH ARE MADE OF, AND FOR ME IT IS A GRAND DAY! For I know that the Strength and the Courage within this body of Torch Bearers spells your Victory and will manifest the fullness of our Divine Intent for The Temple of The Presence as it moves into greater action.
Beloved ones, you will discover that this Path can be filled with the Light Of Joy. As you move forward, you will also discover that the Fire may not always be comfortable. It may get very hot, as this Messenger has discovered. For the Fire of My Heart, beloved ones, is ignited into a Flame higher than this building, higher than you could imagine!

That Flame is to go into action throughout the earth tonight to transmute all that would stand in the way of those Ten Thousand of my own coming forth and responding to the call that Morya El and I have made. Yes, beloved ones, we do stand at inner levels and give the Call for those Ten Thousand to come forward, for we know that it will be the Opportunity for those Lifestreams to move on to the Ascension in this very embodiment.

Many do not understand how easy it will be for them to manifest their Victory in the Ascension if they apply the Law as it is being taught from this Altar. It is no small matter to have Purity internalized in every aspect of your life. As you understand that Purity and as you manifest that Purity, you will discover, beloved ones, that it is a discipline worth the inconvenience. For there is no inconvenience when you anticipate the Victory and the goal of the Ascension!

Pour Out More Violet Flame!

Applying the Violet Flame can be the ticket to your Ascension, for many of you have generated too much karma, even in this embodiment, to get through the portals of the Ascension Currents without its use. Therefore, it is required that you pour out that Violet Flame. Time and time again I have goaded you into manifesting more Violet Flame in your world. I have offered you many tantalizing Dispensations of Light and magnitudes of Sacred Fire to be brought into your world to transmute unredeemed records.

And yet, there are still those who do not give the Violet Flame Calls sufficiently on a daily basis. This is a travesty, beloved ones, for it is my Gift to you. It is a joyous Gift for your Lifestream, to make your life easier and a pleasure to move through, day in and day out. As you see the Light manifesting through those who do give the Violet Flame, you will observe that as they give that Violet Flame, it will transmute all that stands between them and their Victories daily.

DO YOU THINK THAT I, SAINT GERMAIN, WOULD CONTINUE CENTURY INTO CENTURY AND LIFETIME AFTER LIFETIME WITH MY OWN AND NOT KNOW THAT I COULD TAKE MY OWN INTO THE ASCENSION OR THAT I COULD NOT BRING THIS AGE INTO
AN AGE OF PURITY AND PERFECTION? I would not strive with this planet longer were it not so. Many have entertained too many doubts, too many travesties on the horizon. But those horizons keep going and going. Have you not discovered that those travesties never quite occur? Well, I AM here to tell you, they never existed to begin with! They were only conjured in the vain imaginations of the carnal mind and in the astral plane.

For those of you who will apply the Violet Flame through your own consciousness and through the astral substance that abounds throughout the land, you will discover a new world already has begun to emerge in your life! You will start to experience, beloved ones, the Purity and Perfection that you will exhibit. Perfection is the key, and the Perfection of your Lifestream will be the Purity of your Light that will Light the world!

Respect for the Line of Cosmic Law.

As I said, it has been most difficult for many to understand why the Ascended Masters have moved beyond the older established Activities as well as discontinued interactions with certain individuals as has indeed occurred. It is not so difficult to fathom when you understand, beloved ones, that there is indeed a Cosmic Law that cannot be overturned for anyone. Therefore, you and I and Morya El are all subject to the same Cosmic Law. Hence, when you engage with other Lifestreams, know that there is a certain respect and line of demarcation that must be upheld.

Now, how do you recognize that line? How do you know what that line could be? I will tell you. That line, beloved ones, is the Crystal Cord that leads you straight to your God Presence. When you understand the lineage of Light that moves into your Lifestream, you will understand where the Cosmic Law cannot be bent or overlooked for any Lifestream. There are no individuals embodied or Ascended that can, in fact, move against Cosmic Law — FOR THIS IS WHAT MAKES IT LAW! IT IS SUBJECT ONLY TO GOD! God is likewise subject to all Cosmic Law, for all are one and the same and part of the greater whole. You, beloved ones, are a part of the whole fabric of God’s Plan for you to be the Cosmic Law in action in the earth.

Saint Germain reveals His Vision for the Golden Age.

The Golden Age will come as quickly as you allow, for as the Golden Age is sparked within your Hearts, as you begin to put on the garments of the Golden Age, to design the buildings and architecture of the Golden Age, and to talk, live and experience the Golden Age in your daily life, you will understand that it is much closer than you would think. Then you will begin to see the Light from the Etheric Cities move into action.
Yes, beloved ones, it is the plan for the Heart Center of this Activity to be located directly beneath the Etheric City in Arizona. For I tell you, beloved ones, the reinforcement of the Light from the Temples of this Etheric City will be the magnet to anchor the necessary Purity into the physical as the Altars are tended by those Priests and Priestesses of the Sacred Fire. Those Altars will have a corresponding Flame in the Etheric City, and you will see the fullness of the representation of that City lowered in the physical octave!

It may start very small. There may be only a few individuals. But I tell you, beloved ones, those individuals have the pattern and the blueprint within their Causal Bodies, and they will be the ones to magnetize the entire blueprint for the larger Communities to come.

As you begin to magnetize into this Activity those individuals that are part of the ongoing work, you will see the fabric and fiber of your Community take place and take form and it will be a direct outpicturing of that Etheric City resting above the physical.

Beloved hearts, you cannot imagine the beauty of this City — the Domes, the Temples, the Altars, the open airways — all of the magnificent marbles and stonework that emanate Light from their very Essence — the Gold, beloved hearts, and the Golden Light, bright as the Sun-Behind-the-Sun, and the Emerald Ray as manifest on one of the Altars in one of the Temples. This Emerald Ray, beloved ones, will bring forth the Purity of Truth in Christ Wholeness, in healing, in Precipitation and in the Abundant Life, for all who are able to manifest the fullness of that Emerald Fire.

You see, beloved hearts, there is much to discover. When you traverse through this Etheric City, you will see a new way of dress, a new overall appearance and style. And yet, it will not be foreign to you, for many of you have already visited this City while asleep at night.

As you come back in your waking consciousness, you will start to fashion the garments and the clothing of the times to come. Those garments will carry the fluidity and Freedom that you are to exhibit in your day to day lives. They will emanate the colors of the Purity of the Ray and there will be the manifestation of the five Secret Rays, for yes, beloved ones, those Secret Rays are coming closer and closer into your outer world consciousness. Many of you are ready to begin manifesting the fullness of those Secret Rays and thus the colors will begin to work their way into your fabrics, paints and the architecture of your buildings. It is not unlike the ancient days of Greece when the vibrancy of the colors were worked into the very architecture.
You are to be the guide and Example for the rest of the world.

Beloved hearts, you are headed for a most magnificent Work of the Ages, for you will be in a position to fashion all that comes forth. You are intended by us to be the guide and the example for the rest of the world. Know that I AM very aware that there are other centers across the earth that will have great outpourings of art, culture and beauty. These will not go unnoticed by the students of the Ascended Masters and will be appropriated for the further expansion of the Light and Opportunity within your cities and your Ascended Master Communities.

Beloved ones, as those Ascended Master Communities begin to expand and take on their own internal structure of Fire and quality, you will discover that each carries the outpicturing of one of the Seven Rays which will magnetize particular individuals to serve on that Ray. Those Rays will contain the fullness of the emanation from the Causal Body momentums of all those who come forth to manifest the fullness of that quality.

This is the Great Work of the Brotherhood open and available to you. Each of you carry a portion of the blueprint within your Causal Body that will add to and give guidance and assistance to those who will be the ones to fabricate those Communities. But I tell you, some of you are holding the place and the Flame for those to step forth who have the honed talents, who have worked in ages past in all manner of functions to bring about this Grand Work.

You are going to bring the Teachings into the Physical!

Does this begin to get your attention? Or do you think that you are simply going to read about the Teachings of the Ascended Masters and continue to place your attention only at the Altar? No, beloved ones, you are going to bring the Teachings of the Ascended Masters into the physical! For this is the true action of precipitation and you will be precipitating the Golden Age! We are up and doing, and I am ready to be up and doing with you!

Do not misunderstand what I AM saying, beloved ones. Yes, there is the work at the Altar. And yes, you will give your calls daily. And yes, you will go forward as if in perpetual prayer. But as you do so, you will be igniting the Fire upon your Heart that will, in fact, ignite all of the Causal Body momentums that you are ready to bring into manifestation to expand the Great Work of the Ages!

It will not just be the Torch Bearers of The Temple, for after a time, you will discover that you will be bringing forth all of the Lightbearers of the world ready to move into action. It takes a great deal, however, to
contact all of those who must be contacted. You, beloved ones, are the ones to begin that process!

Each and every one of you have a talent that you can apply toward that effort. It may be small — you may not even know the talent as of yet — but watch how it will manifest if you will make the call. And you will call to me, “SAINT GERMAIN, GIVE ME THE GUIDANCE AND THE DIRECTION I NEED TO MOVE INTO ACTION AND TO BRING ABOUT THE FULLNESS OF MY PROFFERED GIFT AND MY OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE THE ASCENDED MASTERS IN THIS HOUR.”

Beloved hearts, as you desire to engage in this work with myself, El Morya, the Maha Chohan and the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood, know that it is not without its reward. Granted, we do not teach that you engage in any worldly service for the reward. But I tell you, beloved hearts I would be amiss to not tell you that the reward will so expand the Fire upon your own Heart’s Altar that the Fire you manifest will be blinding to your sight should you be able to see with your inner vision. 

*Your Reward is Light! Light! And more Light!*

Yes, the reward is Light. AND THAT LIGHT, BELOVED ONES, BRINGS ABOUT THE REWARD OF MORE LIGHT AND MORE LIGHT UNTIL THERE IS SUCH LIGHT IN YOUR WORLD THAT YOU WILL BE CONSUMED BY THAT LIGHT. YOU WILL BE IN THE HEART OF YOUR GOD PRESENCE, FOR YOU WILL HAVE FILLED EVERY CELL, ATOM, AND ELECTRON OF YOUR BEING WITH LIGHT! LIGHT! LIGHT!

Yes, beloved ones, I AM beginning to even sound like the Goddess of Light! For We adore the Light! We are in love with Light! And I, Saint Germain, am fired with an almost fierce resolve to bring forth Ascended Master Light upon this planet!

This is why I introduced the Violet Flame. Do you not see that it is most difficult in this day and age to manifest any type of Victory without the Violet Flame? Contemplate, if you will, if you had never known of the Violet Flame; and had never given forth your calls to the Violet Flame. Its use was not always there. It was not always a possibility.

It was, however, released for your benefit in this age, for you had become mature enough to be able to blaze the fullness of that Fire through your world. Therefore, decree for your world the greatest Opportunity and manifestation of the Victories that you are destined to accomplish!

Without the Violet Flame, it would have been most difficult even to have sponsored this present Activity. Yes, beloved ones, all of the foregoing
Activities have blazed a pathway for My work in this Age and have cleared away the debris, lethargy and subconscious rebellion against the manifestation of God brought into the physical.

You may not have considered that there are yet many students of the Ascended Masters who entertain a great deal of rebellion and a striving toward the human ego in their worlds. I say striving, beloved ones, because it seems that every step they take expresses part of the human ego and is for the aggrandizement of the human self. The only self that is worth holding on to is the Divine Self of your own God Presence. Therefore, if you find that there is yet a tendency to wear the pride and ego upon the shoulder, upon the sleeve, or upon the heart, send the Violet Flame into action.

I tell you, beloved ones, that the human ego and human pride will separate you from the God Reality of your action and your accomplishments. You may say all of the right things and think you are doing all of the right things, but harboring the human ego and human pride will keep you from manifesting all that you are to accomplish.

It will create a severing, for it will be as a steel bar or steel gate that keeps you from having the full realization of the Light of God. Your Holy Christ Self will only go so far with you, no matter what you are saying, as long as the human ego is vying for its own authority in your world.

PLACE IT INTO THE FLAME, FORGET IT FOREVER AND BE FREE! Allow for the transmutation of all such misqualified substance once and for all. For I tell you, Beloved Ones, once it is consumed, the Christ Mind, your Holy Christ Self, will be free to move into action in all of your affairs. You know the Law. You know how to bring about the fullness of the Teaching. But when there remains the human ego and human pride, you will not have the full release of our unmitigated Fire within your world.

I promise that you know not those of whom I speak, for they are not present in this association this evening. But this individual and that individual and those individuals on the other side of the world who know not yet my voice will know the sounding alarm that I send forth. They know the record at the inner levels of their being, for we have been this round through many embodiments. I wish for you to understand that when I speak, I am not just speaking for the ones that are in this particular assembly. I AM speaking to all of the Lifestreams upon this planet!

Join the Camaraderie of the Ascended Masters!
As you understand the Great Work of the Ascended Masters, you will begin to appreciate the Oneness and the camaraderie that We experience as a Brotherhood of Light — and you, dear hearts, are not foreign to that Brotherhood or camaraderie, for We hold you in high esteem when you place your attention upon these Teachings.

Each time a new student appears and places attention upon a book, a video, or any kind of contact whatsoever with our work, We feel the Ray of their Heart moving through their God Presence. Their God Presence sends the signal to the Heart of the Ascended Master or Masters involved, and that corresponding return current from the Master’s Heart brings about the Victory of the figure-eight flow to bring the student into the next level of the Teachings!

THIS IS HOW WE WORK! THIS IS WHY YOUR WORK WILL ACCOMPLISH SUCH GREAT THINGS. FOR, BELOVED HEARTS, YOU HAVE THE DESIRE OF THE HEART! YOU HAVE THE LOVE OF THE TEACHINGS AND YOU HAVE THE WILL AND THE DETERMINATION TO MAKE IT HAPPEN! FOR THIS, I REJOICE AND I AM GRATEFUL!

And for this, beloved ones, I have called forth the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood to release into the earth, the full volume of the Violet Flame that the Law will allow for the transmutation of all that stands in the way of those Ten Thousand Torch Bearers that you are to contact and that you will magnetize through your Heart Flames! I, Saint Germain, release the Violet Flame into the earth. For the Ten Thousand are part of My Entourage of Light, and they will bring forth with them the retinues of all those saints and sages of the Ages that have gone with me throughout centuries of old! With their participation we will be Victorious in bringing in the Golden Age in a timely manner!

Saint Germain invokes Golden Rain from the Great Central Sun!

You will see, beloved hearts, that the fullness of this Light will be the Light that is shining forth in all of your eyes, in all of your Hearts, in all of the Lights upon this planet. All Light, beloved ones, artificial or not, carries an emanation of the Light of God. As it sparkles, you will see a Ray sent forth from the Great Central Sun that will rain down upon the earth.

As that Golden Rain comes down, you will see the emanation of that Golden Rain in every Light, in every Electron, in every aspect of Life. As it goes forth, it will bring about a luminosity that will manifest in all planes of consciousness. So, as you place your attention upon any part of Life, look for the Light within. Understand, beloved ones, that the earth is
saturated with Ascended Master Light this night, and it has become part of that Light!

You, as one of Saint Germain’s Ten Thousand, along with the Lightbearers of the world, will understand that you are also part of that Light. For the Light of God is manifesting in the earth and your service will not go unnoticed. The service that you render, beloved ones, will be the Service to the Light of God in the earth.

This is what is meant by “Entering into the Service of the Light.” For you see, beloved hearts, the Service of the Light is the Service to God and God is in Life. Need I say it again? “The Service to Life is the Service to God.” Do not think that you give anything to any part of Life that does not register upon your Causal Body in the Octaves of Light.

I AM Saint Germain and the Light of My Heart embraces each and every one of you in the full Flame of Joy! For the Light of God that never fails is burning brightly upon your Heart. It is the impetus that is moving you into action as My Ten Thousand.

As you see, beloved ones, I DID NOT LIMIT IT TO JUST THE TEN THOUSAND, FOR WE WILL KEEP MARCHING ON AND THERE WILL BE SUCH AN EXPANSION OF LIGHT THAT ONE DAY THERE WILL BE SO MANY THAT YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO SEE ALL OF THOSE WHO WILL GATHER TOGETHER IN ONE PLACE!

If you could see those at inner levels who have congregated to hear my release this night, you would understand why it could not be postponed, for they have come from far and wide and they would have been most disappointed to wait another day.

I AM grateful for your tolerance in the Light! I AM grateful for your tolerance in the heat! And I AM grateful for your tolerance in the Violet Flame! For if you will “tolerate” the Violet Flame each and every day and apply the Law, you will be Victorious, and we will swiftly manifest our Golden Age!

I THANK YOU AND I SALUTE YOU IN THE LIGHT!